Image analysis framework for particle size and shape characterisation from in-line imaging sensors. Representative particle size and shape statistics by discarding partially out-of-focus objects. Evaluation of the image analysis framework against standard spherical and elongated particles. a r t i c l e i n f o 
1. Introduction 1.1. Background on of particle size and shape characterisation
The monitoring and control of manufacturing processes requires the use of in-line instrumentation and measurements to track the state of the system in situ and at any given instant. This allows to act timely on any deviation from the product specification altering the operating conditions. In the field of particle processing, the development of Process Analytical Technologies (PAT) in pharmaceutical, food, environmental, oil and gas and other sectors (Yu et al., 2004; Rathore and Winkle, 2009; Vardoulakis et al., 2003; Schümann et al., 2015) has made available a range of tools to monitor the process in-line without need of sampling or process disruptions such as bypass or dilution loops. The ability to extract real-time information has attracted the attention in pharmaceutical manufacturing within a recent movement from traditional discontinuous or batch processing towards continuous manufacturing (Plumb, 2005; Mascia et al., 2013; Baxendale et al., 2014; Page et al., 2014) , with the aim to automate and optimise production processes. q All data underpinning this publication are openly available from the University of Strathclyde at http://dx.doi.org/10.15129/99c4558f-f59e-4be8-80e2-b0425178332b.
The particle size and shape distributions are crucial quality attributes of particulate products and have a significant influence on the performance of downstream processes (e.g. granulation, suspension and powder treatments, drying) (Sun and Grant, 2001; Hagrasy et al., 2013; Fonteyne et al., 2014) and direct impact on the characteristics of the final product (e.g. uniformity, dissolution, and stability) (Davey and Garside, 2000; Wang et al., 2008; Blagden et al., 2007; Gratton et al., 2008) . In a different context, oil/water emulsions are present when oil is extracted and transported through pipelines. The characteristics of droplet distributions in these emulsions influence transport properties and the performance of downstream separation processes (Khatibi, 2013; Schümann et al., 2015) . Therefore, an accurate characterisation of particle or droplet size and shape distributions is critical to allow for appropriate monitoring and control of multiphase processes.
The most common source of information regarding particle size and shape comes from off-line measurements based on sieve analysis, laser diffraction or imaging. Although off-line measurements are well-established in batch processing for product characterisation and quality control, they are not suitable for real-time monitoring and control of neither batch nor continuous processes. Off-line techniques generally require sampling which needs to be representative and sample handling may alter the particle characteristics and requires additional facilities and processing time. In-line techniques have the potential to eliminate the associated issues with sampling and handling, while providing real-time data.
In recent years, imaging techniques are gaining importance within the wide range of PAT available (Wang et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2016) . In-line imaging techniques, such as Mettler Toledo PVM (Particle Vision and Measurement), have mostly been used as a way to monitor processes qualitatively and to help to interpret information extracted from other methods (Barrett and Glennon, 2002; Kougoulos et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2009; Zidan et al., 2010; Xalter and Mulhaupt, 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Hao et al., 2012; Yang and Rasmuson, 2012; Simon et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2014; Xu and Liu, 2015; Simone et al., 2015a,b; Klapwijk et al., 2016; Abioye et al., 2016) . However, in order to extract meaningful and reliable quantitative information from in-line images, limitations in the quality of the images must be overcome. In recent work, this group has used quantitative morphological information extracted from in-line PVM images combined with chord length distribution (CLD) measurements from Focused Beam Reflectance Measurement (FBRM) probes, to inform inversion algorithms that transform CLD into PSD (Agimelen et al., 2016) . Several real-time image analysis algorithms have been developed in the past for monitoring crystallisation of (L)-glutamic acid Wang et al., 2007) and monosodium glutamate (Zhou et al., 2009 (Zhou et al., , 2011 and to study the effect of impurities (Borsos et al., 2016) and additives (Simone et al., 2017) in the pharmaceutical industry, as well as for the characterisation of droplets in oil/water emulsions (Khatibi, 2013; Schorsch et al., 2014; Schümann et al., 2015) . The ability to process particle attributes extracted from in-line images in real time has also induced the incorporation of this data stream into feedback control systems (Borsos et al., 2017) . The particle size information obtained from images, which represent the 2D projections of 3D objects, is closer to a real PSD than the one provided by other techniques, particularly for elongated objects. However, partially detected particles often skew the obtained 2D shape and size distributions and results of the in-line image analysis are generally corroborated by offline measurements. Therefore, two challenges remain: the exclusion of out-of-focus particles when determining particle statistics and the fact that images only provide two-dimensional views of 3D objects and consequently the corresponding particle size and shape distributions are not representative of the 3D object for non-spherical particles.
Focus evaluation
When using off-line image-based techniques, the focus level does not represent a significant problem since objects are placed at or close to the focal length of the instrument and remain static during image acquisition. However, a common challenge for inline image-based measurements is that particles are not constrained in the movement relative to the field of view of the probe and only a small fraction can be considered to be in focus. Particles that are out-of-focus will bias size and shape distributions since their outlines are less defined. The general effect is to overestimate particle size and introduce an error in the feature estimation such as shape and size, both of which are critical in evaluating processes such as crystal growth. It is therefore essential to exclude out-offocus particles that may impact on the crystal characterisation. One approach, is to devise rigs where product slurry is forced through a flow cell Borchert et al., 2014) or stop-flow cell (Patience and Rawlings, 2001 ). Nevertheless, implementations in large scale manufacturing processes is problematic due to complexity and the risk of blockages. Alternative methods that do not use a flow cell are based on the use of particle shape models to complement the features extracted from images (Chen and Wang, 2005; Larsen et al., 2006; Schorsch et al., 2014) . After particles have been detected, multiple approaches have been proposed for their classification (Zhang and Lu, 2004; Huo et al., 2016) . Chen and Wang (2005) has employed wavelets for image segmentation and the curvature of the objects to detect circles. Larsen et al. (2006) has utilised line fitting to extract needle-like particles from noisy images. More recently, some works have examined image restoration to eliminate motion blur . However, the primary factor of incorrect particle detection remains the focus of particles. El Arnaout et al. (2016) attempts to address and compensate for uneven image illumination and reject or correct out-of-focus particles using a rolling ball background subtraction and a sliding paraboloid of rotation. This is similar to our approach, however, instead of directly adjusting a threshold on a focus measure, the free parameter that controls the focus sensitivity is the rolling ball radius. This radius must be set to at least the size of the largest object, which may not be known a priori. Sarkar et al. (2009) and Zhou et al. (2009) proposed object filtering techniques to mitigate partially detected objects using morphological features and they quantify the measurements using manually annotated particle masks. Although their approaches increase confidence in in-line imaging techniques, their particle filtering may not hold in systems with evolving or mixed shapes.
Real vs. projected particle size
An additional challenge is that images represent 2D projections of 3D particles onto the focal plane. As a result some faces may be hidden or partially occluded and as a consequence, the real 3D particle size distribution can not be determined. This effect becomes more important for elongated objects for which the hidden portion could be significantly longer than the one observed on the image. In off-line techniques, this issue is usually resolved mechanically through the use of dry dispersions where individual particles generally lie in such way that their longest dimension is visible. For inline imaging, an alternative is to obtain synchronised images of the particles from orthogonal perspectives. This approach, called stereoscopic imaging, enables capture and posterior reconstruction of 3D objects from the two perspectives of individual particles (Wang et al., 2008; Bujak and Bottlinger, 2008; Singh et al., 2012; Borchert et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015; Schorsch et al., 2012 Schorsch et al., , 2014 Schorsch et al., , 2015 Ochsenbein et al., 2015; Rajagopalan et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017) . However, the adoption of this technique remains limited for in-line measurements due to the more complicated setups involved and the restricted performance for highly concentrated systems where overlaps can play a major role. An alternative approach is to simulate particles in random 3D orientations and compute their 2D projections to build a library of size and shape distributions (forward transformation). Subsequently, the output of the imaging sensor could be compared against the library of distributions and select the forward transformation with the closest similarity; in this work this is shown for cuboid-like particles. A similar approach was shown by Ruf et al. (2000) to estimate the expected CLDs of a number of predefined shapes through forward transformation of PSDs. This approach has recently been improved and implemented for in-line model predictive control using FBRM probes (Szilágyi et al., 2018) . In terms of imaging, this method can also be applied in population balance modelling (Wang et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2016) .
Paper structure
In this work, a novel framework is developed to extract quantitative information from in-line imaging techniques which incorporates a particle filter to discard out-of-focus, less defined particles from the reported statistics. The manuscript is organised as follows. In Section 2, details are provided on the experimental setup and the materials used in this work. The main features of the image analysis framework are described in Section 3. In Section 4, the proposed system is evaluated for standard particulate systems of various sizes: polystyrene microspheres and silicon needle-like particles. The performance and limitations of the particle characterisation framework are illustrated and demonstrate the effectiveness of the out-offocus filter to extract meaningful shape and size information. In the case of elongated particles, the output of the image analysis framework is compared with expected projected distributions of 3D cuboids generated through simulations. Section 5 summarizes the main findings of this work. Fig. 1 shows a representation of the experimental setup. The standard particles were suspended in a solvent using a magnetic stirrer to homogenise the solution. The Mettler Toledo Particle Vision and Measurement (PVM) probe was introduced in the solution to acquire in-line images of the particles. The PVM V819 model used in this work captures greyscale images with an image resolution of 1360 Â 1024 pixels and has a field of view of 1075 Â 825 lm, which translates into a pixel size of approximately 0.8 lm. The probe was placed just below the liquid level in order to minimise its influence on the mixing pattern within the beaker. The beaker was then covered to avoid solvent evaporation and external contamination of the sample during the experiment. Once all the elements of the experimental setup were in place, magnetic stirring and image acquisition were initiated simultaneously. The experiment duration was a function of particle size and concentration and was selected in order to ensure a sufficient number of objects was detected to consider the results statistically meaningful. For the systems analysed in this work, ISO Standards on particle size determination through image analysis methods (ISO 13222-1:2014 ISO 13322-1:2014,) recommend to consider a minimum of approximately 500 representative samples in order to obtain distribution medians within 5% error. The experiments were designed in such a way that, even for the more challenging conditions, at least 1000 representative objects (i.e. in focus) were collected. The experimental data that form the base of the results presented in this paper are available in .
Methods and materials

Experimental setup
Samples
Standard polystyrene microspheres
Duke standard polystyrene (PS) microspheres with NIST traceable mean diameter of four different nominal sizes (150; 300; 400, 500 lm) are used to evaluate the accuracy of the image analysis algorithm (see Fig. 2a ). These systems are characterised by very narrow size distributions and are expressly developed for the calibration of size measuring instruments. The smaller microspheres (150 lm) were purchased from SigmaAldrich while the remaining particles were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific TM . Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of each particle size distribution as specified by the manufacturers. Initially, 1 g of polystyrene microspheres was suspended in water at a stirring speed of 350-550 rpm, depending on the size of the particles. Then, the solution was subsequently diluted in various steps to study the effect of solid loading in a range of 1-5 wt.%. Beakers of 50-250 ml were used to accommodate the increasing volume of solution. The polystyrene microspheres were suspended in water to avoid particle swelling, characteristic in other solvents such as alcohols (Lok and Ober, 1985) .
Standard silicon particles
Standard elongated particles with rigorous particle size calibration are not easily accessible. In order to study the response of the image analysis framework to particles of non-spherical shape, silicon particles of three different elongations were purchased from Kelvin Nanotechnology Ltd. As shown in Fig. 2b , these unique samples are of cuboid shape. They share two dimensions but differ in length: 20 Â 20 Â 160 lm, 20 Â 20 Â 60 lm and 20 Â 20 Â 20 lm. The particles were inspected by the manufacturer through calibrated optical microscopy and were shown to have a particle size deviation of less than 1 lm. Silicon particles are not susceptible to swelling and they were suspended in 50 ml of isopropanol (IPA) at a stirring speed of 500 rpm to facilitate their dispersion. 
The image analysis framework
The developed image analysis workflow, shown in Fig. 3 , combines standard image processing steps with an additional focus evaluation stage that precedes the determination of particle properties. The PVM V819 instrument collects 8-bit greyscale images using a laser source at 808 nm as illumination. The first step of the image processing algorithm consists of a two dimensional median filter (Lim, 1990) to eliminate noise from the camera sensor. The larger the size of the filter window, the smoother the filtered image however at the expense of edge clarity. Once the raw image has been smoothed, a Laplacian of Gaussian filter (Lindeberg, 1994 (Lindeberg, , 1998 ) is applied to facilitate edge detection. Initially, a two-dimensional Gaussian function of specific window size and standard deviation is used to convolve the image. Then, the Laplacian operator, which computes the second spatial derivative of the image, is applied to this convolution. Through this approach, regions of the image where the pixel intensity varies (i.e. edges) show a sharp change of the Laplacian. As a result, the application of this filter provides an image with sharper edges. A threshold is then applied to this enhanced image to separate actual particles from the underlying background. The output of this operation is a binary image containing all the objects detected in the frame. The following step consists of filling the possible holes present in the detected objects using a disk of specific radius as structural element. This process is necessary based on observational data that show crystalline structures do not present gaps although these might seem to be present in a binary representation due to the transparency of the material. An additional situation that needs to be addressed is that of objects which fall onto the boundary of the image frame. Unless the particle shape is known a priori, it is not possible to establish the dimensions of the part of the object situated outside the field of view of the camera. Therefore, it has been decided to discard all objects that fall on the image edges (in accordance with ISO 13222-1:2014 ISO 13322-1:2014 . Finally, the framework offers the possibility to implement a size threshold to reject objects of small projected area that are not adequately resolved at the corresponding image resolution. In order to ascertain the existence of an object within the sensor viewfinder, the particle has to occupy a certain number of pixels to provide the ability to measure its size and shape. Accepting the fact that smaller objects may exist in the slurry which will not be detected, the avoidance of quantisation noise ($ 3:3% for a square particle) is considered more crucial. For instruments with higher resolution the size threshold can be reduced to utilise the improved image quality. All the parameters mentioned in this description are configurable within the image analysis framework. The default values used in this work are summarised in Table A .2 in Appendix A.
As mentioned in the introduction, in-line imaging techniques are particularly susceptible to the presence of out-of-focus objects which properties do not represent the actual particles present in the system. Therefore, the rejection of these elements is essential to obtain an accurate characterisation of the system. Numerous techniques exist that can be used to determine the focus of an object through filtering and evaluation of gradient changes (Pertuz et al., 2013) . However, these methods have not commonly been applied to the analysis of in-line imaging for particle technology applications. The proposed framework incorporates several of these features: GDER: Gaussian Derivative (Geusebroek et al., 2000) , HISR: Histogram range (Firestone et al., 1991) , LAPD: Diagonal Laplacian-based (Thelen et al., 2009) , SFIL: Steerable filters (Minhas et al., 2009) , WAVR: Ratio of Wavelet coefficients (Xie et al., 2006) , and WAVS: Sum of Wavelet coefficients (Yang and Nelson, 2003) . The work presented here incorporates a focus filter based on the first order Gaussian derivative (GDER). However, the framework could operate with other focus measures. Selecting an appropriate focus threshold based on these parameters is key to obtain realistic size and shape distributions, as shown in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.3.
In the final step of the image analysis framework, the objects that have overcome the different filters mentioned above are characterised through a number of particle size and shape attributes. This procedure is well established and standardised (ISO 9276-6:2008 (ISO 9276-6: , 1998 ) and has previously been implemented in a variety of off-line imaging techniques (e.g Malvern Morphologi G3, Sympatec QICPIC). The regionprops function in MATLAB Ò (The Mathworks, 2017) was used to determine particle characteristics such as area, perimeter, circularity, convexity and solidity for every object. A more detailed definition of these terms can be found in Appendix A. However, the determination of additional attributes such as particle lengths and aspect ratio requires further treatment. A graphical description of the method employed is shown in Fig. 4 . It consists of producing an ellipse fit to the particle by evaluating the ellipse that has the same normalised second central moments as the object. This method is commonly used in image processing as the evaluation of central moments can be achieved rapidly using the binary matrix that depicts the image (ISO 9276-6:2008 (ISO 9276-6: , 1998 . The resulting ellipse is defined by three parameters: major axis length, minor axis length, and orientation of the major axis with respect to the horizontal axis. Other methods use directly the major and minor axis lengths obtained from the ellipse fit as a measure of particle length. Although, an accurate result would be obtained for objects of ellipsoidal projection, this would not provide satisfactory results for shapes with sharp edges. In these cases, the axis of the ellipse will be longer than that of the original particle (see Fig. 4 ). An alternative method generates a bounding box around the particle which orientation is determined by the orientation of the major axis of the ellipse. The length and width of the particle correspond to the longer and shorter sides of the bounding box, respectively. Finally, the aspect ratio of the particle is derived as the ratio of width to length. A software that incorporates all the features described above is available for download in . The framework has been tested on an Intel Ò Core TM i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60 GHz processor with 16 GB RAM and is able to analyse every image in a time scale of seconds to tenths of seconds depending on the concentration of particles in the image.
Evaluation of the image analysis framework
The performance of the image analysis framework is evaluated using standard spherical and needle-like particles of known dimensions. For the spherical particles, the results are validated against size distributions provided by the manufacturers. For the needle-like particles, the specifications of the manufacturer refer to the 3D characteristics of the particles (i.e. length, width and thickness). However, as mentioned previously, only 2D projections of these particles are accessible within images. In this case, validation is performed through Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the expected 2D projected distributions of size and aspect ratio from randomly oriented 3D objects. This method is described in Section 4.2.1. Finally, the effects of focus, size and solid loading are demonstrated throughout the results. In this work, the framework is evaluated on images acquired with the PVM V819 probe. However, the same procedure could be applied to images obtained from other sources.
Standard spherical particles
Spheres have the particular characteristic that their 2D projection observed in PVM images corresponds to a circle which diameter is equivalent to the diameter of the spherical object. Only in this particular case, the projected particle size distribution fully represents the actual 3D PSD of the system. This section shows the importance of excluding out-of-focus particles from the analysis to obtain representative results, and explores the influence of the size of the particles on PSD and aspect ratio distributions extracted from PVM images.
Expected particle size and shape distributions
The manufacturer of the standard spherical particles used in this work guarantees their size to a level of uncertainty given by their standard deviation (see Table 1 ). The expected PSD is illustrated as a Gaussian distribution centered at the expected size and spread according to the corresponding standard deviation. The distributions obtained in this work are shown as numberbased discrete probability density functions (PDF). For example, the dashed line in Fig. 5a shows the PSD provided by the manufacturer for spheres with nominal size of 300 lm. The expected aspect ratio for spherical particles is 1.
Raw data from image analysis without focus filter
The output of the image analysis framework is a set of size and shape descriptors for every object detected in the images. Using the projected length of the particle as a representation of the particle size, the blue dotted line in Fig. 5a shows the PSD obtained for spheres with nominal size of 300 lm. Similarly, the blue dotted 1 line in Fig. 5b shows the corresponding aspect ratio distribution (ARD). These ''raw" size and shape distributions include the contribution of both objects in and out-of-focus. Large deviation are observed in the PSD and ARD results with respect to the expected distributions. Although a weak contribution is observed around 300 lm in the PSD and at aspect ratios close to 1 in the ARD, one would not be able to distinguish the actual spherical particles if their size and shape were not known a priori. In fact, the most significant mode in the PSD corresponds to objects of 30-100 lm, and the presence of elongated objects, as opposed to the expected circular particles, is clearly visible in the ARD. Indeed, this can be attributed to the inclusion of partially detected objects in the measurement results. If however, a filter is applied to discard particles which are out-offocus, the obtained measurement results improve significantly; solid line in Fig. 5a and b. The selection of the focus filter is not straightforward and it depends on the particulate system.
Focus evaluation
One of the factors that has a bigger influence on the final results is the level of focus of the objects considered in the analysis. The algorithm implemented in this work offers the possibility to impose a focus threshold based on one of different focus measurements calculated during image processing (see Section 3). This gives the opportunity to discard objects that are out-of-focus and could potentially lead to a misinterpretation of the actual particle size and shape distributions. However, as mentioned above, setting this threshold is not always straightforward, and the automation of this selection is object of future research. With the data currently available, the Gaussian derivative (GDER) focus measurement has shown to be the most sensitive parameter for focus evaluation. The result of implementing a focus threshold based on the GDER parameter for the particular case of polystyrene microspheres with a nominal size of 300 lm is presented in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows the effect of the focus threshold on the PSD. The more strict the focus filter, the more the measured PSD approaches the expected distribution. The peak near 30-100 lm reduces dramatically and the contribution of objects with a particle size of approximately 300 lm becomes predominant. However, increasing the focus threshold indefinitely does not provide the best estimate of the PSD. Fig. 6b shows the effect of the focus filter on the fraction / PS spheres of detected objects that can be considered as actual PS microspheres. This fraction is calculated as the area under the peak of the PDF in the region corresponding to the expected mode at 300 lm (i.e. 198-398 lm, see Fig. 6a ). The initial rise until a value of GDER of approximately 10 35 corresponds to the rejection of small objects, as shown in Fig. 6c . These objects are mainly pieces of actual particles which are out-of-focus but have been captured by the algorithm. An example is shown in the sample image 2 in Fig. 6c . As the value of GDER continues to increase, larger objects that correspond to overlapping particles (sample image 4) are also discarded and the PSD tends to center around the expected particle size. However, it becomes evident that after a certain value (GDER ¼ 2:3 Á 10 36 ) the fraction of actual individual microspheres drops (see Fig. 6b ). When the optimum focus threshold is reached, most overlaps have been discarded. Rising the focus threshold after this point results in a larger number of actual particles being filtered out with respect to the remaining smaller objects, as shown in Fig. 6c . Thus, the relative contribution of the main mode decreases. The final focus threshold is therefore selected as the one that provides the largest fraction of particles corresponding to the expected mode.
The selection of the criterion used to determine the most appropriate focus threshold depends on the knowledge available on the system. For well-characterised systems such as the polystyrene microspheres used in this work, this selection is straightforward. However, when the characteristics of the system are unknown a priori, the decision can be more challenging. In those cases, preliminary experiments might be required to identify the targeted windows of particle size and shape. Representations equivalent to Fig. 6a and c, can be utilised to identify the regions of interest within the population. Alternatively, the information provided by other sensors such as the FBRM probe could inform this choice. This strategy is particularly suited for time-varying systems.
The current procedure has been applied for a range of solid loadings (1-5 wt.%) for spherical particles of different sizes (150; 300; 400, 500 lm), with similar results (see Fig. B .12 in Appendix B). Fig. 7 summarizes the most appropriate focus thresholds obtained for these systems. The resulting particle size and aspect ratio distributions obtained for these systems after the application of the focus filter are shown in Fig. B .14 in Appendix B (equivalent to Fig. 5a ).
Observing Fig. 7 , the size of the particles seems to have a strong influence on the focus threshold for particles smaller than 400 lm.
As observed in Fig. 2a , at a fixed weight-based solid loading, the number of particles visible within the image frame is significantly larger for small particles and, therefore, the presence of particle overlaps is more probable. Generally, the standards on particle sizing through image analysis (i.e. ISO 13222-1:2014 (ISO 13322-1:2014 and ISO 13222-2:2006 ISO 13322-2:2006,) recommend to discard overlapping particles from the analysis. However, these same standards acknowledge that this approach is challenging and not always possible, particularly for in-line image analysis, and suggest to investigate the influence of overlapping particles experimentally. The implementation of the focus threshold suggested in this work offers the possibility to discard overlaps in in-line imaging since these objects are generally less in focus. In fact, the higher focus thresholds required for smaller particles are a consequence of the rejection of overlapping particles. Additionally, particle overlaps are less problematic for larger particles. The closer they are to the dimensions of the image frame, the more chances exist for any overlap of these particles to fall on the edges of the frame and be automatically discarded. This explains the low variation between the focus thresholds of particles of 400 and 500 lm. Within the range of solid loadings analysed in this work, the concentration does not have a strong effect on the focus threshold. Consequently, when the approximate particle size range and solid loading are known (i.e. through preliminary experiments or other PAT), the appropriate focus threshold could be selected with the aid of Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 . Effect of solid loading on the optimal focus threshold for standard polystyrene microspheres of different sizes. 
%). (a) Influence of the focus threshold on the length distribution (the contribution of objects larger than 400 lm is too weak to be observed in this representation). (b)
Influence of the focus threshold on the fraction of detected objects corresponding to actual polystyrene microspheres. The fraction is calculated as the area under the peak of the PDF for lengths ranging AE100 lm with respect to the expected size (i.e. 198-398 lm).
Only distributions derived from samples containing a minimum of 500 objects are considered. (c) Scatter plot of focus evaluation parameter GDER and length, including sample images of typical objects.
Effect of particle size on PSD and ARD
Maintaining the accuracy in the estimation of PSD and ARD over the range of sizes accessible to the measuring instrument is key to the applicability of the image analysis framework developed in this work. Fig. 8a and b show the PSDs and ARDs of standard polystyrene microspheres of different sizes at a solid loading of 5 wt.%. Generally, once the focus filter is implemented, a good estimate of the expected PSDs is achieved by the image analysis algorithm for all the particle sizes included in this study. Additionally, the ARDs show the expected predominance of spherical objects of aspect ratio close to 1 in all cases. The consistent results observed at this particular solid loading are maintained for more dilute solutions as shown in Fig. B .15 in Appendix B.
A feature distinguishable in all PSDs in Fig. 8a is the presence of a mode at small sizes (i.e. 30-100 lm). As described previously in Section 4.1.2, this contribution corresponds to a situation where objects that are out-of-focus have small parts within them that are considered to be in focus. The effect seems to become more significant as the size of the particles increases. The finite size of the PVM frames (1075 Â 825 lm, for the PVM V819 probe) is at the origin of this feature. As the particles become larger, their projection has more chances to fall onto the edge of the image frame and be discarded. This generates a raise in the relative contribution of artefacts of small size, that have less chances to fall into the boundary of the image frame than the actual large particles, and can constitute an important bias for even larger particles. Different representations, such as volume-based distributions, emphasise the presence of larger particles and can be used when the detection of small objects is not essential. In this representation, the contribution of every individual particle is weighted according to the volume of an ellipsoid with a major axis and two equal minor axes which lengths are approximated by the 2D length and width determined by the image analysis framework, respectively. The volume-based distributions are shown in Fig. B.16 where the contribution of small artefacts is attenuated and the presence of larger particles becomes more evident with respect to Fig. 8 . It is always instructive to compare number and volume-based distributions because each of them provide valuable information. However, care has to be taken when using volumebased distributions since they have the potential to magnify the presence of agglomerates and overlaps that are larger than the actual particles, or to mask the existence of fines that can be critical in processes relying on secondary nucleation. Another option would be to apply a size filter to discard small objects. This can be a good solution when the characteristics of the particulate system are known a priori and the size of the particles of interest is always above the set threshold. However, when information on the properties of the system is not available, a more careful analysis has to be carried out. Although these considerations can be important for other systems, the polystyrene microspheres analysed in this work are well characterised using number-based distributions since the main modes of the expected distributions are clearly identified in all cases.
In summary, the implementation of the focus filter results in more representative PSDs and ARDs. With this feature, the image analysis framework provides accurate estimation of particle size and shape distributions of polystyrene microspheres in the range 150-500 lm and for solid loadings between 1 and 5 wt.%.
Standard elongated particles
Having verified the results obtained for spherical objects of different sizes and at different solid loadings, the next step is to expand the study to other particle shapes commonly found in crystallisation processes. In particular, this section analyses the particle size and shape distributions of model silicon microparticles of cuboid shape of different aspect ratios (see Fig. 2b ). Systems formed by stable and well characterised elongated particles are rarely available. This unique set of standard particles provides the opportunity to address some of the challenges associated to the characterisation of elongated particles through imaging techniques. The experimental data for this system are made freely available .
Expected particle size and shape distributions from 2D projections
The detected objects observed on the images obtained through in-line imaging techniques represent two-dimensional projections of three-dimensional particles. The orientation of the particles relative to the focal plane plays an important role on the size and shape of the detected blobs. For non-spherical particles, even when the particle population consists of a single shape and size, the observed 2D projections will result in a distribution of sizes and aspect ratios. The spread of the observed distributions is a result of the particle orientations.
In order to establish the projected particle size and aspect ratio distributions, a procedure based on Monte Carlo simulations can be utilised. Random rotations of the particles in the 3D space ensure the coverage of all possible projections. The method, based on Euler angles (Euler, 1776) , assumes that particles have cuboid shape and that they do not have a preferred orientation with respect to the focus plane of the camera (i.e. the particles are randomly oriented). Fig. 9 summarizes the methodology which obeys the following steps: Fig. 8 . Number-based distributions of (a) particle size and (b) aspect ratio of standard polystyrene microspheres of different sizes at a solid loading of 5 wt.%. Dashed lines represent the expected particle size distributions as a Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation provided in Table 1 . Solid lines correspond to the results obtained through the analysis of PVM images.
1. Select the three dimensions (length, width and thickness) of the cuboid representing the particle and position the cuboid along the x axis, centred at the origin of the coordinate system (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0). 2. Randomly select three Euler orientation angles (u; h; w) and rotate the original object by means of the following rotation matrix:
This matrix performs three consecutive rotations: 1) around the z axis by an angle u, 2) around the x axis by an angle h, 3) again around the z axis by an angle w. This transformation can be expressed as C ¼ R Á C 0 , with C 0 being a matrix representing the initial position of the vertices of the cuboid and C corresponding to the position of the rotated object. 3. Once the final position is achieved, project the vertices of the cuboid onto a fixed 2D plane (e.g. XY plane in our case). 4. Follow the particle sizing procedure described in Section 3:
Perform an ellipse fit around the projection. Draw a bounding box around the object with the same orientation as the ellipse. The longer and shorter sides of the bounding box are the length and width of the projection of the object, respectively.
Calculate aspect ratio of the projection as the ratio of width to length.
5. By repeating this procedure a sufficient number of times (10 6 times is sufficient in our case as shown in Fig. C .17 in Appendix C), an accurate representation of the expected particle size and shape distributions is obtained.
An example of the application of this method for cuboid particles of 20 Â 20 Â 160 lm is presented in Fig. 9 . The expected particle size and shape distributions are shown as a scatter plot of aspect ratio and length where every data point corresponds to a different orientation of the particle. In this representation, a characteristic pattern is observed where most projections tend to cluster around a size of 160 lm and an aspect ratio of 0:175. However, a long tail, that corresponds to projections of decreasing probability, spreads until reaching the very unlikely possibility of having a particle in an orientation completely perpendicular to the focal plane of the camera. The non-uniform distribution of the cosine and sine functions contained in the rotation matrix R explains this behaviour since longer projections are favoured on a linear scale. 
Raw data from image analysis without focus filter
The particle size and aspect ratio distributions obtained applying the image analysis framework without focus filter on experimental results generated using standard silicon particles of 20 Â 20 Â 160 lm are shown in Fig. 10a . The scatter plot in the figure shows in blue the combination of length and aspect ratio of the detected object. In this case, no focus filter has been applied and the minimum area threshold is set to 100 lm 2 . This filter imposes a detection boundary and implies that objects with a given length and aspect ratio will be excluded explicitly. This threshold depends on the resolution limits of the imaging sensor and could allow smaller particles for instruments with enhanced image resolution. The boundary is illustrated in the figure with the green dashed line.
The distribution of 2D projections when only random orientations are considered, i.e. without image noise, out-of-focus and other experimental effects, are shown in red 1 . Fig. 10b represents the length-aspect ratio scatter plot after the focus filter has been applied which will be discussed in Section 4.2.3.
In Fig. 10a , although a large number of data points (blue points) form a cluster near the high density region obtained from simulations (red points), with length approximately 160 lm and aspect ratio 0:175, the dispersion is larger than expected. These features can also be observed in Fig. 10c and d of the one dimensional PSD and ARD (dotted lines), respectively. As shown in the inset images of these figures, both partially out-of-focus objects and small fragments of particles contribute to the spread of the distributions. Unfortunately, a certain degree of particle breakage could R ¼ cosðuÞ cosðwÞ À cosðhÞ sinðuÞ sinðwÞ ÀcosðuÞ sinðwÞ À cosðhÞ cosðwÞ sinðuÞ sinðuÞ sinðhÞ cosðwÞ sinðuÞ þ cosðuÞ cosðhÞ sinðwÞ cosðuÞ cosðhÞ cosðwÞ À sinðuÞ sinðwÞ ÀcosðuÞ sinðhÞ sinðhÞ sinðwÞ cosðwÞ sinðhÞ cosðhÞ not be avoided in this experiment and small pieces of particles were detected by the algorithm (see fines in inset image of Fig. 10c) . Nevertheless, the initial estimates without focus filter are slightly better than the ones obtained for polystyrene microspheres (see Fig. 5 ). The position of the prominent modes according to the Monte Carlo simulations (red lines in Fig. 10c and d) are reproduced by the image analysis framework even in the absence of a focus filter. The opaque nature of the silicon particles, at the wavelength of the light emitted by the PVM source, make them easier to detect by the image analysis compared to the transparent polystyrene microspheres. The intensity of the main modes, however, is still underestimated due to the presence of out-of-focus particles that spread the distributions. Similar results are obtained for particles of 20 Â 20 Â 20 lm and 20 Â 20 Â 60 lm as shown in Figs. C.19 and C.20, respectively. As it was the case for polystyrene microspheres, the implementation of a focus filter improves significantly the estimation of particle size and shape distributions ( Fig. 10b and solid blue line in Fig. 10c and d) and is discussed further in the following section.
Focus evaluation
In previous Section 4.1, the area under the curve of the PSD was used as a metric to evaluate the most appropriate focus threshold. This is a good metric to evaluate the performance of the focus filter for narrow monodispersed distributions. However, the broad shape of the PSD in elongated particles makes it ineffective. The presence of unwanted contributions, such as the fines observed for 20 Â 20 Â 160 lm particles (see Fig. 10c ), would contribute to that area under the PSD and bias the optimisation process. To avoid bias, it was decided to use the intensity of the main mode of the distribution (H peak ) instead.
As mentioned previously in Section 4.1.3, the selection of the criterion that determines the most appropriate focus threshold is not straightforward. For example, in other scenarios, such as processes where secondary nucleation is critical, detecting and quantifying the mode corresponding to the fines in Fig. 10c would be essential. A metric that captures the bimodal nature of the system would be necessary. Hence, the user must be mindful of metrics used to select the focus threshold. In the case of the 20 Â 20 Â 160 lm silicon particles, visual inspection (see Fig. 10c ) identified particle fragments which are not of interest in this work and consequently the focus threshold evaluation metrics selected ignores the size range of the fines. Fig. 11 exemplifies the procedure for the selection of the most appropriate focus threshold for silicon particles of 20 Â 20 Â 160 lm. As shown in Fig. 11a , when the focus requirements become stricter (higher threshold), the height of the main mode (160 lm) of the distribution rises; i.e. particles oriented parallel to the focal plane such as the one observed on image 1 in Fig. 11c . Simultaneously, the proportion of out-of-focus objects of small (0-50 lm; image 3 in Fig. 11c ) and intermediate (50-150 lm; image 4 in Fig. 11c ) sizes decreases. Nevertheless, a significant contribution of fines, that correspond to small fragments due to particle breakage (image 2 in Fig. 11c ), remains even for high values of the focus evaluation parameter GDER. In fact, above a certain value of this parameter (GDER ¼ 6:4 Á 10 35 ), the height of the main mode of the distribution decreases, as shown in Fig. 11b . Further understanding of this phenomenon can be gained from Fig. 11c . For GDER approximately 10 35 all the objects below that threshold are discarded which have a wide range of sizes and the remaining objects form two main clusters; the fines (0-50 lm) and the actual particles (%160 lm). Objects even larger than 160 lm are mainly particle overlaps (e.g. image 5 in Fig. 11c ) and their contribution is insignificant. The most appropriate focus threshold is reached when the proportion of actual particles that are discarded by the filter exceeds that of the particle fragments and other artefacts. The effect of the focus evaluation parameter GDER in isolation (i.e. without the effects of unintended breakage and fines) can be observed more clearly in Figs. C.21 and C.22 for sizes 20 Â 20 Â 20 lm and 20 Â 20 Â 60 lm respectively. In these cases, very limited breakage was observed and therefore the effect of fines is not significant. The initial deviations in particle size and shape distributions with respect to the simulations are mainly due to out-of-focus particles. Fig. C.21c is a perfect example of how discarding blurry out-of-focus objects reduces gradually the size of the particles toward the expected value. It should be noted that in both of these cases the optimal GDER parameter reported does not occur at the maximum value of the main mode of the PSD in Figs. C.21b and C.22b. In both of these cases, in order to ensure that the distributions have adequate population of particles (a minimum of 500 objects) and reliable statistics, the optimisation procedure is stopped before the maximum is reached. In order to observe the decreasing trend in the H peak , a larger number of images would be required.
However, the improvement of the performance of the image analysis framework, once the optimised focus filter is applied, is clearly visible in all cases. Fig. 10b (in the previous section) , shows the particles that remain after the focus filter is implemented (blue points) using the optimal GDER of 6:4 Á 10 35 and how the population of detected objects concentrates around the expected values. When only objects in focus are considered, both one-dimensional PSD and ARD narrow down around the expected values to provide remarkable estimates of these distributions (see solid blue line in Fig. 10c and d, respectively) . The presence of pieces of broken particles explains the reminiscence of small objects of rather high aspect ratios and the slight underprediction of the expected position of the main mode of the PSD. An additional feature to note is the underestimation of the contribution of intermediate sizes. This phenomenon can be attributed to the tendency of tilted objects to produce projections that appear partially out-of-focus (e.g. image 4 in Fig. 11c ) and which are therefore rejected by the focus filter. Despite these issues, the PSD and ARD determined by the image analysis framework for elongated particles are outstanding in the context of in-line imaging. The implementation of the focus filter yields an even more significant improvement for 20 Â 20 Â 20 lm and, particularly for 20 Â 20 Â 60 lm silicon particles, as shown in Figs. C.19 and C.20, respectively . Although a small shift to larger sizes than expected is observed in both cases, this is justified by the low availability of samples due to the more dilute nature of these systems. As shown in Figs. C.21b and C.22b, it is not possible to reach the absolute optimal focus threshold while maintaining the statistical accuracy of the results by using at least 500 objects in the analysis. However, a larger availability of samples is expected to result in more accurate determination of the main modes of the PSD and the ARD for these systems. Furthermore, the main mode of the distributions is closer to the nominal size and shape of the 3D particles due to the rejection of the projections from tilted objects (image 4 in Fig. 11c ) which favours objects that align with the focal plane of the camera.
Conclusions
The evolution of the pharmaceutical and fine chemicals industries towards a better control of particle attributes has generated a need for technologies that provide accurate in situ information on the state of the process. Several measurement techniques are being considered for this task, among which image-based technologies have a great potential. They are able to provide twodimensional information on size and shape of particles, in contrast to other monitoring techniques that rely on one-dimensional information. Algorithms to determine these particle attributes from images are well-established for off-line measurements. However, extracting information from in-line image-based measurements is still challenging. The main obstacles to overcome are that, as opposed to off-line techniques, objects are not necessarily always in focus and the possibility of overlaps is significantly higher. Additionally, and although 2D characteristics extracted from images are closer to the true 3D particle attributes, they can still show significant differences, particularly for needle-like particles.
In this context, this work develops an image analysis framework to extract accurate information from in-line images. The framework is based on digital image processing techniques and incorporates usual features such as noise removal, object segmentation and the generation of size and shape descriptors. An adjustable minimum area threshold filters and rejects smaller sized objects according to the resolution limits of the imaging sensor. In addition, the framework provides the option to implement a focus filter to discard objects that are out-of-focus and have a significant influence on the final particle size and shape distributions. The image analysis framework is evaluated using in-line images of standard particles of known size and shape distributions captured by the PVM probe, although it could be applied to other imaging systems.
Initially, polystyrene microspheres of various sizes are analysed. Spheres are the only shape for which the 2D features extracted from images match the true 3D particle attributes. The results show the importance of the implementation of a focus filter in order to obtain representative particle size and shape distributions. The optimal focus threshold is size-dependent and more restrictive thresholds are necessary for smaller particles for which the presence of overlaps within the image frame is more significant. For larger particles, overlaps are more likely to fall onto the edge of the image frame and are automatically discarded from the analysis without the need for focus discrimination. Taking this into account, our approach shows to be consistent across the range of sizes (150-500 lm) and solid loadings (1-5 wt.%) included in this work.
The image analysis framework was also evaluated using more challenging systems such as model silicon particles of elongated cuboid shape. In this case, the characteristics extracted from the images are no longer equivalent to the 3D particle attributes, as it was the case for spherical particles. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the expected particle size and shape distributions through simulations of the 2D projections of 3D cuboids. Using these distributions as a base for comparison, the results show once again the significant improvement obtained by discarding out-offocus particles from the analysis. This was evident for the three sets of silicon particles analysed in this work (20 Â 20 Â 20 lm, 20 Â 20 Â 60 lm and 20 Â 20 Â 160 lm). In all cases, the particle size and shape distributions extracted from the images narrowed down around the expected output when an optimised focus filter was applied. Additionally, for the longer particles, some degree of particle breakage occurred during the experiments. This was clearly detected by the image analysis algorithm, showing the ability of the framework to track processes occurring at different size scales.
The selection criterion used to determine the most appropriate focus threshold is not always straightforward. When approximate knowledge of the expected particle size and shape is available, as it was the case for the systems studied in this work, the selection is simpler. However, for systems of unknown characteristics, the decision can be more challenging. The data generated by the image analysis framework is a good source of information and can aid the user to select the appropriate focus threshold. In practice, the combination of imaging with other PAT, such as FBRM could be employed to complement and potentially automate the selection of this paremeter. Complex systems characterised by multimodal distributions or time-varying processes will certainly benefit from this data fusion.
The image analysis framework has been implemented into a software which is made available in . This software has already been used by this group to quantitatively monitor realistic scenarios such as the wet milling of benzoic acid, paracetamol and metformin using in-line imaging techniques (Agimelen et al., 2017) . This approach allows realtime characterisation and monitoring of particle attributes in processes involving evolution of particle attributes with time, with the ultimate goal of implementing the algorithm as part of control systems in manufacturing processes.
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A.2. Definition of particle attributes
Area. Area is assessed by counting the total number of pixels that depicts an individual object and correlating this to real measurement dimensions.
Convex Area. Area of the convex hull of the object. It is evaluated by means of the same process used to determine the Area but applied to the smallest convex polygon that contains the object.
Perimeter. Obtained by adding up the distances between successive pixels that form the outer boundary of the original object.
Convex Perimeter. Perimeter of the convex hull of the object. It is evaluated by means of the same process used to determine the Perimeter but applied to the smallest convex polygon that contains the object.
Circularity. Indicates the similarity to a circle and is calculated as: where FilledArea represents the area of the original object with any existing holes filled in. The term under the square root is called Form Factor.
Convexity. Ratio of convex perimeter to perimeter. It gives an indication of the surface roughness.
Solidity. Ratio of area to convex area. It indicates the level of concavity within the particle.
Length. Longer side of bounding box.
Width. Shorter side of bounding box. Aspect Ratio. Ratio of Width to Length. Eccentricity. Ratio of the foci of the ellipse to its semimajor axis length. It gives an indication of the elongation of the particle (0 for circles, 1 for line segments).
Appendix B. Additional results for polystyrene microspheres
Figs. B.12-B.16. Table 1 . Solid lines correspond to the results obtained through the analysis of PVM images. Fig. B.16 . Volume-based distributions of (a) particle size and (b) aspect ratio of standard polystyrene microspheres of different sizes at a solid loading of 5 wt.%. Dashed lines represent the expected particle size distributions as a Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation provided in Table 1 . Solid lines correspond to the results obtained through the analysis of PVM images. 
